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Abstract- This paper presents a new forward walking pattern
known as stretch-legged walking and posture control algorithm
in single support phase. Additionally, what has been termed the
Walking Guide Platform (WGP) was developed to verify the
developed walking pattern. Walking pattern is generated by
simple function such as sine function and 3rd polynomial.
Especially pelvis center is generated by 3rd polynomial that is
tuned by hip shape factor. The value is selected by experiment.
Posture control that is composed of body balancing controller
and vibration-reduction controller maintains posture of robot in
single support phase. It prevent robot falling in walking. Based
on proposed walking pattern, posture control makes realization
of stretch-legged walking in humanoid robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous humanoid biped walking robots such as ASIMO,
HRP, HUBO have a viable walking motion [1][2][3][4].
However, these humanoid robots walk while bending their
knee. Walking with a bending knee is feasible in the solving
of inverse kinematics, and it maintains stability by lowering
the center of gravity. It concentrates the load in the knee
actuator, and it is hard to realize fast walking. Given that this
type of walking is not human-like walking, a human-like
walking algorithm was developed recently.

Passive walking proposed by Tad McGeer is representative
[5]. Passive walking can walk using its own weight, but it has
not been adopted in humanoid biped walking robot that has a
hip, knee and ankle joint. Yu Ogura, realized stretch-legged
walking using WABIAN-2 [6]. However, this was
implemented by the addition of an extra DOF in the waist.
Moreover, the waist of this system continues to sway
somewhat. E. R. Westervelt showed good forward walking via
an analysis of the dynamic walking [7]. However the robot in
his study is different from other humanoid robot in that it has
no ankle joint. Ankle joints are important in walking, as they
play the role of maintaining contact with the ground.

The investigation referred to above are related to human
like walking. Their common feature is stretch-legged walking.
Human-like walking uses less energy than walking with a
bending knee.

This paper shows the design of a new walking pattern that
has a robot walk without bending its knee, and design of a
posture control to stabilize the robot in single support phase.
In addition, what has been termed the Walking Guide
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Platform(WGP) was developed to implement the proposed
walking pattern. The Hip Shape Factor(HSF) [4] is introduced
to aid with stable walking. The properties are related to the
walking speed. Finally, the energy consumption related to
walking while bending the knee and walking via proposed
walking pattern is compared. Stretch-legged walking in a
humanoid robot with a hip, knee, and ankle joint is realized
using a simple walking pattern and simple factors, and is
shown to be viable in terms of energy consumption.

After verification of proposed walking pattern, stabilization
algorithm needs to apply the pattern in humanoid robot. In
order to realize stretch-legged walking in humanoid robot,
posture control that is composed of body balancing controller
and vibration-reduction controller is suggested. The controller
is maintain posture of body using ankle joint and IMU(Inertial
Measurement Unit). Finally, stretch-legged walking in
humanoid robot was realized based on proposed walking
pattern and posture control.

II. STRETCH-LEGGED WALKING PATTERN

The typical walking pattern was designed based on a
bended knee configuration. The bended knee configuration is
unavoidable to maintain the height of the hip. Walking while
bending knee has several advantages including lowering the
center of gravity and decreasing the landing impact, but it
differs from human walking. A human walks and does not
bend the knee. A robot cannot walk and maintain its height
when its leg is stretched. In order to solve this problem,
inverse kinematics is divided into sagittal plane and coronal
plane.

Fig. 1. Process of the generation of the walking pattern generation

A. Trajectory ofpelvis center and swing leg.
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Fig. 4 Process of generating heel landing angle
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Fig. 3 Hip pitch angle and heel angle related to pelvis and foot position

The hip pitch angles, ()l' {)2 were simply calculated using

arc-sine function. In addition, the z-dir position of the feet was
decided; it was not necessary to consider the z-dir position of
the hip
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The above walking pattern has a disadvantage; the landing

impact is big. A big impact occurs when the swing leg lands
on the ground. When is does this, it brings about unstable

walking. To reduce the landing impact, heel landing angle ()a

is applied in the ankle of the swing leg. (}a plays the role of

decreasing the height difference between the swing leg and
the support leg; it has the effect of decreasing the landing
impact.
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Fig. 2 Hip trajectories according to the HSF

As a increases, initial velocity increases. If a is too large,
the hip velocity can be negative. If a is close to 1, the hip
trajectory has a nearly constant velocity.

When the walking speed is slow, the robot has insufficient
momentum. Thus, a high a can supply sufficient momentum
to move the robot forward. However, a small a is adequate
when the walking speed is fast; because it has sufficient
momentum, extra momentum causes undesired situations.

Given that the initial position and final posItIon were
previously decided, a (hip shape factor) is the only parameter
that can be utilized to change the hip trajectory. Fig. 7 shows
the various hip trajectories according to the HSF.

B. Hip pitch angle and heel landing angle.

Fig. 3 shows the x-dir positions of pelvis center and both
feet. For simplicity, the knee is considered fully stretched.

Cycloid function is used to generate a trajectory of swing
leg. As it has zero velocity in initial and final condition and
maximum velocity in swing phase, cycloid function is proper.

xA(t) = (b +1)(t- 2~ sin (2m) )-b (1)

The hip trajectory is generated by the 3rd polynomial
function. Equation (2)""'(4) show the hip trajectory generation
process.

Fig. 5 Hip pitch and heel landing angles
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Fig. 6 stretch-legged walking pattern
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III. PATTERN VERIFICATION IN SAGITTAL PLANE.

A. Waking guide platform

Walking Guide Platform (WGP) is consists of a biped
walking robot, a guide system and a treadmill. It constrained
the biped walking robot to move in a sagittal plane. The Biped
robot has hip pitch, knee pitch and ankle pitch joints in each
leg. Therefore, robot can move only in the sagittal plane.
Linear motion shafts and a linear bush can help to constrain
motions apart from the sagittal plane. A treadmill that operates
according to the velocity of the robot was utilized. It helps the
robot to walk continuously in a limited space. Fig. 9 shows the
DOF of the new biped robot, and TABLE I show the
specifications of the actuators.

Treadmill

Fig. 7 Biped robot and guide system.

n-dnlill

Fig. 8 Treadmill and device for velocity control

Fig. 9 Control structure of treadmill

The robot and the treadmill are connected using wire and
spring, and the relative displacement was measured using an
incremental encoder. Fig. 9 shows the control structure of the
treadmill. A simple PD-controller and low-pass filter were
used to control treadmill. TMSF2403 was used to implement
this. The low-pass filter serves to minimize drastic velocity
changes. If the robot does not maintain uniform velocity, the
treadmill offsets this condition by changing its velocity. As
the change of velocity affects the walking of the robot, a low
pass filter was used.

B. Experiment.

To measure the index of walking, the x-dir ZMP and the

body tilt angle 8p were used. Fig. 10 shows the two index

parameters.

TABLE I
Specification of the actuators

Fig. 7 shows the biped robot and the guide system
supporting the robot. It has a 2000mm stroke in the x-dir and a
400mm stroke in the z-dir, and is sufficient for the
experiments involving the forward walking of the robot. An
LM shaft and a linear bushing were used to support the biped
robot. As general walking involve numerous disturbances it is
difficult to develop various forward walking patterns.' The
guide system is a good solution. It can block disturbances
from other motions apart from the sagittal plane. This allows
the conducting of various experiments in forward walking.
. The .tr~admill allows the robot to achieve infinite walking
In a lImIted space. It rotates automatically according to
velocity of the robot, which allows limited attention toward
the operation of the treadmill. Fig. 8 shows the treadmill and
the devices for velocity control.

Joint Motor HarmonicDrive
Hip pitch 150W *2 120:1

Knee pitch 150W *2 160:1
Ankle pitch 90W 120:1
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Fig. 14 Walking experiment - 1.8 KmIh

The consumed energy while walking was compared with
the walking pattern in a bending knee, and a proposed walking
pattern. 15 shows the used current in

Fig. 13 Deviation of ZMP and ()p

When a is 1.3,....,1.4, the deviation of ZMP is

approximately 15mm and deviation of ()p is 0.2 degrees,

which is the smallest value.
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Fig. 11 Step length: 200mm.
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Fig. 12 Step length: 300mm.

Figs. 11, 12 show that the ZMP and ()p values can change

according to the a . For a 200mm step length, the best result
occurs when a ranges from 1.3 to 1.4, but the best result is
when a is between 1.2,....,1.3 at a 300mm step length. Fig. 16
shows the deviation of the ZMP and body tilt angle values.

ZMP

Fig. 10 Index parameter for walking.

When the robot walks stably, ZMP and ()p maintain a

constant values. However, under unstable condition, these
index values fluctuate greatly. The deviations of index values
are important in stable walking. We judged a stable walking
by deviation of index. In order to select best a , walking
experiments were done about several a values.
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G ( ) - ()hody,pitch _ 40.56 (8)
hod:v _ pitch S - - 2

Bankle,Pitch S + 1.04s + 27.04

the posture of a robot, the condition of Bbody = 0,

OJs}ving _leg ~ 0 is used in place of ZMP. Moreover the

meaning of the ZMP that is located at the supporting polygon

is equivalent to Bbody ~ O. Fig. 18 shows a diagram of the

control structure. The body balancing controller is designed

based on G
bodJ

' (s) and the vibration-reduction controller is

designed based on Gvibration ( S ) .

Fig. 18 diagram ofposture control

C. Vibration-reduction controller.

Fig. 19 Block diagram of the body balancing controller

From Eqs. (7) and (8), G
body

(s) is a lightly damped system

with a time constant. The goal is to increase the response and
decrease the oscillation. Thus, a body balancing controller
composed of a PD-controller and low-pass filter were used.

Fig. 20 Root locus of a compensated system

The controller was designed to locate closed-loop poles at -

5.24±4,8i, -10.4 with Kp =0.2, Kv =1.0 and, a =20.

B. Body balancing controller.

Before design a controller, model is acquired by frequency
response test.

G ( ) - Bhody,ro/l _ 30.37 (7)
hod\' roll S - B- 2 0 9 20 25

- - ankle,rolf S + . S + .

..

Fig. 17 Decouple of system

In order to judge the stability of a robot in the single
support phase, ZMP (Zero Moment Point) [11] is widely used.
A robot is considered stable, when the ZMP is located at the
supporting polygon. However, as an IMU is used to measure

IV. POSTURE CONTROL

A biped walking robot can be modeled as inverted
pendulum. Most inverted pendulum models consider a system
to have sufficient stiffness to be considered as a rigid body;
however, an actual system has insufficient stiffness. This
explains why the stance leg can be deflected caused by a
force/torque sensor that is located at the ankle. Hence, it is
reasonable to model it as a mass-spring system. Additionally,
the swing leg can be oscillated easily because it is a lightly
damped system. Fig. 3 shows a robot in the single support
phase to consider the deflection of the stance leg and the
oscillation of the swing leg.

A. Waking guide platform

Fig. 16 Modeling ofbiped robot in single support phase

In Fig. 16 there are two inputs and two outputs. The inputs

are U ankle and U hip , U ankle is the reference of the ankle joint

of the stance leg and Uhip is the reference of hip joint of the

swing leg. The outputs are BbocZv ' which denotes the

inclination of the body and OJswing _leg which denotes the

angular velocity of the swing leg. However, the system can be
considered separately because the stiffness of the FIT sensor is
much lower than that of the structure and HarmonicDrive,

K
hiP

»Kankle' Thus, the system is decoupled by each of two

SISO systems.
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Fig. 24 Sequential photo of forward walking

Fig. 25 Plot of the body angle while forward walking

Figs. 23, 25 show the body inclination angle while robot is
walking. The body angles were -0.5°--0.5° and -1.0°--1.0°
when walking in place and forward walking, repsectively.
Based on the research of [C. Frigo 8], these values are
reasonable. Frigo showed that the standard deviations of the

trunk are 1.50 and 2.40
•

Fig. 23 Plot of the body angle, while walking in place

B. Forward walking

A forward walking experiment was then carried out. The
walking speed for this experiment was 1.35 Km/h with a
walkin frequenc of 0.8 sec and a ste len h of 30 cm.
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V. WALKING EXPERIMT.
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Fig. 21 Comparison of the step response
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As with Gbody ( S) , Gvibration ( S) is determined by a

frequency response experiment.

Fig. 22 Sequential photos ofwalking in place

0.076s+1 (11)
Cvihroll(s) = 0.04----

, 0.054s+1

Cvih vaw(s) =0.158 0.086s + 1 (12)
'- 0.062s+ 1

For the performance test of the designed posture controllers,
step response tests were carried out. The ankle joint reference
was changed to 1 deg in 2sec. Fig. 21 show the step responses.

-input

- without Posture Control

- with Posture Control

Gvibration,Pitch (S) GVibration,roll (s) represents a lightly

damped system with the damping ratio smaller than 0.1. Thus,
a controller was designed to reduce oscillation using a lead
compensator.

A. Walking in place

Walking in place was done at a walking frequency of a 0.8
sec.

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed walking algorithm using stretch-legged
forward walking is thus verified. Additionally, a new system
was developed that constrains the motion of a robot in the
sagittal plane. It utilizes a treadmill to allow continuous
walking in a limited space. As the Walking Guide Platform
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(WGP) blocks numerous disturbances, it increases the
repeatability of the experiment. After verification of proposed
walking pattern, posture control is designed to stabilize robot
in single support phase. It maintains posture of body in
walking. Stretch-legged walking was realized in humanoid
robot through proposed walking pattern and posture control.
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